
Written Evidence 

The way I perceive photography is to capture things from different perspectives that you can't see through the naked eye. I photograph 
mountains and landscapes using lighting to create different moods in the photos. Using diffused lighting to add an atmosphere to my 
photos, I try to express how gorgeous of a world we live in. I live in Newbury Park where I am surrounded by mountains, valleys, and 
overall nature. Photography has allowed me to capture places I grew up around and really get to show just how beautiful my home really 
is. Using my drone makes it possible to capture everyday mountains and landscapes I see and reveal a different side and perspective that 
I’ve never seen before. For example, photo 7 is Mount Boney, a well-known mountain where I live, which overlooks my home. I could 
capture and view it at eye level, which revealed a new angle of it I’d never seen before. Another example is photo 1. It shows an old oak tree 
with fog surrounding it. Oak trees grow everywhere in my area, and seeing them so often can make me forget about them. So I singled out 
one to really characterize it and pop out, which reminds me how beautiful these trees are.

































5 Selected Works.













Material(s): DSLR Canon 80d EF Canon 75-200mm, Lightroom CC. Process(es): HDR Photo stacking, radial mask filter, and 
basic color correction in Lightroom.  Material(s): DSLR Canon 80d EF Canon 75-200mm, Lightroom CC. Process(es): HDR 
Photo stacking, radial mask filter, and basic color correction in Lightroom.Material(s): DJI Mini 3 Drone, Lightroom. Process(es): 
HDR Photo stacking, radial mask filter, and basic color correction in Lightroom. Material(s):  DSLR Canon 80d EF Canon 
75-200mm, Lightroom CC. Process(es): HDR Photo stacking, radial mask filter, and basic color correction in Lightroom. 
Material(s): DJI Mini 3 Drone, Lightroom. Process(es): HDR Photo stacking, radial mask filter, and basic color correction in 
Lightroom. Material(s): DJI Mini 3 Drone, Lightroom. Process(es): HDR Photo stacking, and basic color correction in Lightroom. 
Material(s): DJI Mini 3 Drone, Lightroom. Process(es): HDR Photo stacking, radial mask filter, and basic color correction in 
Lightroom. Material(s): DJI Mini 3 Drone, Lightroom. Process(es): HDR Photo stacking, radial mask filter, and basic color 
correction in Lightroom. Material(s): DJI Mini 3 Drone, Lightroom. Process(es): HDR Photo stacking, radial mask filter, and 
basic color correction in Lightroom. Material(s): DSLR Canon 80d EF Canon 75-200mm, Lightroom CC. Process(es): HDR 
Photo stacking, radial mask filter, and basic color correction in Lightroom. Material(s): DSLR Canon 80d EF Canon 75-200mm, 
Lightroom CC. Process(es): HDR Photo stacking, radial mask filter, and basic color correction in Lightroom. Material(s): DSLR 
Canon 80d EF Canon 75-200mm, Lightroom CC. Process(es): HDR Photo stacking, radial mask filter, and basic color correction 
in Lightroom. Material(s): DSLR Canon 80d EF Canon 75-200mm, Lightroom CC. Process(es): HDR Photo stacking, radial mask 
filter, and basic color correction in Lightroom. Material(s): DSLR Canon 80d EF Canon 75-200mm, Lightroom CC.Process(es): 
HDR Photo stacking, radial mask filter, and basic color correction in Lightroom.


